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Take a time out at
Kinsale Hotel & Spa
It’s important to take
some time out from everyday life and unwind.
Elemis Spa at Kinsale
Hotel & Spa has recently
launched its new spa brochure, with an array of
treatments. With a range
of facilities, luxury products, treatments and spa
days it's the perfect way to
unwind.
All Elemis treatments are
designed to support great
skin health. With this in
mind, every spa therapy
is shaped and moulded
around the client. The
Elemis Spa at the hotel
also has an amazing selection of beauty and holistic
treatments to suit both
male and female clients.
Why not try the one
night spa offer from €199,
perfect for a midweek
or weekend spa break in
Cork and those seeking a
getaway? On site there are
ten individually designed
treatment rooms, each
featuring a chandelier and
rustic bamboo furnishings,
and have been carefully
fashioned to enhance clients’ experience.
Unwind in the relaxation
lounge, with a magazine
by the indoor heated pool
or avail of the hydrotherapy jets in the pool area.
Complete your Elemis Spa
experience in the bubbling jets of the jacuzzi,
overlooking views of Oysterhaven Bay or in the
revitalising steam room or
detoxifying sauna.
One of the most popular
treatments is the Elemis

Relax on heated loungers up to one hour prior
to treatment start time and enjoy:
15 minute Welcome Ritual
Afternoon Tea served in The K Lounge
Choose one 50 minute treatment from the
following list:

€110.00| Available Mon-Fri. until October
31st.
T 021 4800 570 or E thespa@thekingsley.ie

Biotec Facial Treatments.
This treatment is the ultimate wrinkle-smoothing
facial to help rejuvenate
ageing skin. It targets the
face and eyes with the

anti-ageing benefits of the
Lines & Wrinkles Activator, an intensive complex
of Tripeptides, Amber,
whilst microcurrent pluses
lift and firm up the skin.

For details on spa treatments or if you would like
to book a spa hotel break,
ring 021-4706625 or visit
kinsalehotelandspa.ie/spa.
html for more details.

Free Covid-19 counselling
A mental health counselling service is delivering
free counselling appointments for people affected
by Covid-19.
MyMind is a mental
health counselling service
which was founded in
2006 and has had a Centre for Mental Wellbeing in
Cork since February 2013.
The centre very much
involved in the local community, working with local
agencies to support those
who are struggling in coping with the challenges of
living in the modern world.
The Covid-19 pandemic
has had a devastating

effect on many individuals
and families, and there has
been increased pressure
on people’s ability to cope
with the additional challenges posed by the virus.
From bereavement and

job losses to the fear and
anxiety caused by the need
to adhere to all the public
health advice, and trying
to deal with loneliness and
isolation, many people are
finding it hard to cope.

Getting help and staying
connected are very important factors in maintaining good mental health.
Talking to a qualified professional is a proven and
effective way of dealing
with problems of stress or
anxiety, says MyMind.
The services MyMind
offers also impact very
positively on the lives of
immigrant communities
with services provided in
15 languages.
For more information
on counselling services at
MyMind, visit the website
at mymind.org or call 0766801060.
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